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Lecturers/Instructors - Request a free digital inspection copy here A fun and humorous
introductory book, written in Stephen Brown's entertaining and highly distinctive style, that
introduces curious readers to the key components of brands and helps them to begin to make
sense of them - what they are, what they do, why and how - using plenty of examples and
references drawn from a wide range brands such as Amazon, Apple, Google, Gucci, Nike,
Nintendo, Starbucks, Swatch and The Worst Hotel in the World. With 3,000 branding books
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published each year, why would you (or your students) want to read Brands & Branding? Here
are seven reasons why: It’s introductory, aimed at undergraduate students or postgrads without a
bachelor degree in business and assumes nothing more than readers’ awareness of high profile
brands such as Coca-Cola, Microsoft and Chanel It’s indicative, focusing on the basics and thus
being a more reliable revision aid than Lucozade It’s immersive, taking readers on a journey and,
working on the assumption that they have smartphones or tablet computers to hand, the print text
links to images, articles and academic publications to give emphasis and context where
appropriate. It’s inclusive, considering articles and reports but also blogs, novels, newspapers,
reviews, social media and other sources It’s irreverent – branding is not always a deadly serious
business! It’s intimate, Stephen speaks to you directly and together you will pick your way through
the sometimes weird and unfailingly wonderful world of brands and branding using examples
rather than abstract ideas to illustrate points. It’s inspirational, celebrating the curious and
successful stories of brands from Cillit Bang to Cacharel Suitable for first and second year
marketing or advertising students, and for those new to or interested in branding and who are
keen to know more.
THE BRAND GAP is the first book to present a unified theory of brand-building. Whereas most
books on branding are weighted toward either a strategic or creative approach, this book shows
how both ways of thinking can unite to produce a “charismatic brand”—a brand that customers
feel is essential to their lives. In an entertaining two-hour read you’ll learn: • the new definition of
brand • the five essential disciplines of brand-building • how branding is changing the dynamics
of competition • the three most powerful questions to ask about any brand • why collaboration is
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the key to brand-building • how design determines a customer’s experience • how to test brand
concepts quickly and cheaply • the importance of managing brands from the inside • 220-word
brand glossary From the back cover: Not since McLuhan’s THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE
has a book compressed so many ideas into so few pages. Using the visual language of the
boardroom, Neumeier presents the first unified theory of branding—a set of five disciplines to
help companies bridge the gap between brand strategy and customer experience. Those with a
grasp of branding will be inspired by the new perspectives they find here, and those who would
like to understand it better will suddenly “get it.” This deceptively simple book offers everyone in
the company access to “the most powerful business tool since the spreadsheet.”
Any business that wants to continue growing has to consider new ways of developing and engaging
with customers and clients. Innovation and co-creation have emerged as the key topics in the postrecession business environment. Brand Together will show you how to involve all stakeholders in
the process of creativity - providing inspiration on how to revitalize brands and enable them to
succeed in the new world of customer engagement and participation. It will show you how to truly
intertwine innovation with brand strategy, whilst providing guidance on how to co-create with
customers from a brand perspective. Drawing on case studies including Barclays, Mozilla, [yellow
tail], Kraft Foods, Virgin Media and Danone. Brand Together will provide valuable insights for
marketing and branding professionals and for anyone who wants to grow their business and their
brand.
Storytelling can be a lifelong and life sustaining habit of mind, a personal inheritance that
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connects us to our communities. It can also serve as an organizational inheritance—a
management tool that helps businesses to develop and thrive. For more than a decade, awardwinning author Janis Forman has been helping executives to tell stories in service of their
organizational objectives. In Storytelling in Business: The Authentic and Fluent Organization, she
teaches readers everywhere how the craft of storytelling can help them to achieve their
professional goals. Focusing on the role of storytelling at the enterprise level, this book provides a
research-driven framework for engaging in organizational storytelling. Forman presents original
cases from Chevron, FedEx, Phillips, and Schering-Plough. Organizations like those featured in
the book can make use of storytelling for good purposes, such as making sense of their strategy,
communicating it, and developing or strengthening culture and brand. These uses of storytelling
generate positive consequences that can have a sustained and significant impact on an
organization. While large firms employ teams of digital and communication professionals, there's
much that any of us can extrapolate from their experience to create stories to further our own
objectives. To show the reach of storytelling, Forman conducted 140 interviews with professionals
ranging from CEOs in small and thriving firms, to corporate communication and digital media
experts, to filmmakers—arguably the world experts in visual storytelling. She draws out specific
lessons learned, and shows how to employ the road-tested strategies demonstrated by these
leaders. Although this book focuses on storytelling in the context of business, Forman takes
inspiration from narratives in literature and film, philosophical and social thought, and relevant
concepts from a variety of other disciplines to instruct the reader on how to develop truly
authentic and meaningful tales to drive success. A final chapter brings readers back to square
one: the development of their own "signature story." This book is a pioneering work that guides
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us beyond the pressure and noise of daily organizational life to influence people in a sustained,
powerful way. It teaches us to be fluent storytellers who succeed by mastering this vital skill.
Positioning is hot. Not only in the realm of consumer goods manufacturers, but also for other
companies, institutions, governments and even individual persons. An explosion of good quality
products on the market and targeted media and advertising campaigns has led to an increasing
interest from organizations as to how to strategically position their brand. Up to now, only a few
books on positioning were published. Positioning the Brand picks up the gauntlet with an
approach based on two fundamental choices: Firstly, the book was written from the perspective of
the brand manager, and has therefore been shaped as a practical roadmap. Secondly, this book
advocates a new stance on positioning, teaching the reader to look from the inside-out, instead of
adopting the usual outside-in methodology. This inside-out approach departs from an analysis of
the corporate identity, enabling better fulfilment of external positioning, and ensuring internal
support. This book is intended for (future) managers, marketing professionals and
communication professionals responsible for the commercial success and reputation of a brand.
The contents have a practical set-up, reinforced by engaging examples, and enable the reader to
individually complete a positioning process.
Creating a brand identity is a fascinating and complex challenge for the graphic designer. It
requires practical design skills and creative drive as well as an understanding of marketing and
consumer behaviour. This practical handbook is a comprehensive introduction to this
multifaceted process. Exercises and examples highlight the key activities undertaken by designers
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to create a successful brand identity, including defining the audience, analyzing competitors,
creating mood boards, naming brands, designing logos, presenting to clients, rebranding and
launching the new identity. Case studies throughout the book are illustrated with brand identities
from around the world, including a diverse range of industries – digital media, fashion,
advertising, product design, packaging, retail and more.

Most executives know their company's values and brand message, but often they fail to make sure
that everyone else knows them too. The result? A weak brand that conveys different messages
inside the company--and out in the marketplace. United We Brand offers a hands-on action plan
for building a cohesive brand strategy from the ground up. Drawing from two decades of
experience creating brand identities for companies including Dell, Cisco, and Kia Motors, Mike
Moser provides a proven template for transforming disparate, "fuzzy" brand information into a
concrete guidepost for making day-to-day branding decisions. Called the "Brand Roadmap," this
valuable tool enables organizations of all sizes and kinds to leverage insights and strategies once
only available through big-gun consulting and ad agencies. Step by step, it guides readers through
the four key components of brand strategy: identifying core values, creating a focused brand
message, developing a distinctive brand personality, and choosing a consistent set of brand icons.
Filled with vivid case examples and practical worksheets, United We Brand is essential for anyone
involved in charting a company's distinctive path to success. Winner of five Clio Awards and two
Cannes Lions.
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Levels of 'employer brand awareness' are rising fast across Europe, North America and AsiaPacific, as leading companies realise that skilled, motivated employees are as vital to their
commercial success as profitable customers and apply the principles of branding to their own
organization. Starting with a review of the pressures which have generated current interest in
employer branding, this definitive book goes on to look at the historical roots of brand
management and the practical steps necessary to achieve employer brand management success including the business case, research, positioning, implementation, management and
measurement. Case studies of big-name employer brand stories include Tesco, Wal-Mart, British
Airways and Prêt a Manger.
Learn how to unleash the power of brand-culture fusion to achieve sustainable competitive
advantage and new growth. "This compelling book shows how to connect the image you present to
the outside world with the values and norms that operate inside your world of work." --Adam
Grant, New York Times bestselling author of Originals and Give and Take "Denise Lee Yohn hit
a home run with her first book, What Great Brands Do. Now she's written FUSION and it is just
as provocative. Denise proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that great companies are powered by
brand-culture fusion. I highly recommend this book!" --Ken Blanchard, Coauthor, The New One
Minute Manager®, Coeditor, Servant Leadership in Action Internal culture + External brand =
FUSION For years, leaders at companies like Southwest, Starbucks, and Google have done
something differently that's put their organizations at the top of "the most admired companies,"
"best brands," and "great workplaces" lists. They don't often talk about that "something"
specifically in terms of brand-culture fusion, but, as author Denise Lee Yohn reveals, aligning and
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integrating their brands and cultures is precisely how they've achieved their successes.
Independently, brand and culture are powerful, unsung business drivers. But Denise shows that
when you fuse the two together to create an interdependent and mutually reinforcing relationship
between them, you create organizational power that isn't possible by simply cultivating one or the
other alone. Through detailed case studies from some of the world's greatest companies (including
Amazon, Airbnb, Adobe, Nike, and Salesforce), exclusive interviews with company executives, and
insights from Denise's 25+ years working with world-class brands, FUSION provides readers with
a roadmap for increasing competitiveness, creating measurable value for customers and
employees, and future-proofing their business. This is a must-read for readers interested in
workplace culture, brand management, strategy, leadership, employee experience, employee
engagement, integration, branding, and organization development.
A direct and practical look at how to achieve true brand engagement in industry today with
contributions from top professionals in the fields of branding and marketing
The consumer brand of any organization is crucial to its long term business success. Just as
important is the employer brand of the organization, vital to attracting talent and retaining an
engaged workforce. Despite the critical connection between internal and external brand
engagement, these areas remain firmly entrenched in the traditional silos of HR, internal
communication and marketing, wasting resources and even contradicting each other instead of
pursuing a common goal. By breaking down traditional silos Strategic Brand Engagement offers a
new approach for developing brand and employee engagement in any organization. It presents a
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strategic model showing how to develop organisational values in line with corporate branding,
aligning key HR responsibilities such as recruitment and performance with the overall brand,
developing a consistent communications strategy, and measuring the impact of these strategies.
The second volume of this yearbook which surveys the world of place branding and offers readers
an illuminating overview of the state-of-the-art of place branding principles, practices and
processes
Branding Governance challenges traditional thinking on brands. Bestselling author Nicholas Ind
and cross-cultural communications expert Rune Bjerke expose the flaws in a marketing-led
approach to brand-building, and offer in its place a highly-participative, organization-wide
process that delivers fulfillment to employees and value to customers. Drawing on a wide range of
sources, they show that the key to a participatory approach is that customers and other external
audiences must join managers and employees as active participants in defining and developing
the brand. This requires the relationship between organization and customer to be one of trust,
respect and authenticity.
Stand Out!! uncovers the secrets of brand success and explores less travelled paths in the world of
branding. This book: uncovers the secrets of brand success introduces ‘Generation B’ - today’s
generation of brand natives challenges current paradigms reveals the roots and rationale of
financial brand valuation presents a range of popular valuation methods and approaches explains
the conditions for brand value growth The forces that challenge brand strategy planning today are
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discussed in the context of our new world order of diversifying media platforms and integrated,
synchronized, personalized communication. In light of this, Stand Out!! makes the case for
ongoing brand stewardship in the life of an organization and concludes with a focus on brand
leadership and the key principles, truths and challenges that influence brand success. This book is
a key reference text for anyone interested in brand development, leadership, innovation, and
sustainable business growth. Reader understanding is enhanced by: supporting tables illustrative
charts case examples expert tips real-life experiences pull-out quotes “word wizard” brand
glossaries Stand Out!! is an invaluable resource for the business masses – for any business owner,
executive, student or branding practitioner seeking to be apprised of the latest learnings, insights
and innovations in professional brand thinking and practice.
With contributions from leading brand experts around the world, this valuable resource
delineates the case for brands (financial value, social value, etc.) and looks at what makes certain
brands great. It covers best practices in branding and also looks at the future of brands in the age
of globalization. Although the balance sheet may not even put a value on it, a company’s brand or
its portfolio of brands is its most valuable asset. For well-known companies it has been calculated
that the brand can account for as much as 80 percent of their market value. This book argues that
because of this and because of the power of not-for-profit brands like the Red Cross or Oxfam, all
organisations should make the brand their central organising principle, guiding every decision
and every action. As well as making the case for brands and examining the argument of the antiglobalisation movement that brands are bullies which do harm, this second edition of Brands and
Branding provides an expert review of best practice in branding, covering everything from brand
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positioning to brand protection, visual and verbal identity and brand communications. Lastly, the
third part of the book looks at trends in branding, branding in Asia, especially in China and
India, brands in a digital world and the future for brands. Written by 19 experts in the field,
Brands and Branding sets out to provide a better understanding of the role and importance of
brands, as well as a wealth of insights into how one builds and sustains a successful brand.
With examples of case studies of Greenpeace, Wikipedia and Ferrari.
Desire is big business. If companies can create true desirability for their brands, customers will
not only express preference and loyalty, they also show a willingness to act as brand champions,
participate in online communities, co-create innovative ideas, and show the sort of commitment
that is normally associated with fervent employees. However, desire doesn't just happen. Brands
need to nurture it by offering both security and surprise. This isn't just about marketing, but
rather a reflection of an organization-wide culture and perspective. Using international case
studies, Brand Desire explains how companies can engage customers emotionally and create value
for them. Managers can successfully build and maintain brand desire through specific strategies
and tools, such as: · promoting a principles-driven organization that is grounded in its heritage
and distinctive competences; · creating a supportive culture that encourages the active
participation of people in brand development; · providing an opportunity for people to
communicate more with each other and to encourage socialization through communities and
events; and · offering outstanding experiences: being consistent in delivery, from first
communications through to after-sales service and support. In a crowded sales environment,
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brand desire can elevate any product or service so that it stands out from the crowd – and stays
there. Brand Desire demonstrates how desirable brands are about desirable experiences, and
shows what companies can do to maximize those experiences for their customers.
This innovative work provides a state-of-the-art overview of current thinking about the
development of brand strategy. Unlike other books on branding, it approaches successful brand
strategy from both the producer and consumer perspectives. "The Science and Art of Branding"
makes clear distinctions among the producer's intentions, external brand realities, and
consumer's brand perceptions - and explains how to fit them all together to build successful
brands. Co-author Sandra Moriarty is also the author of the leading Principles of Advertising
textbook, and she and Giep Franzen have filled this volume with practical learning tools for
scholars and students of marketing and marketing communications, as well as actual brand
managers. The book explains theoretical concepts and illustrates them with real-life examples that
include case studies and findings from large-scale market research. Every chapter opens with a
mini-case history, and boxed inserts featuring quotes from experts appear throughout the book.
"The Science and Art of Branding" also goes much more deeply than other works into the core
concept of brand equity, employing new measurement systems only developed over the last few
years.
A series of high-profile acquisitions, including Jaguar Land Rover and Corus Steel, together with
the launch of the Nano (the world's first Rs. 1 Lakh/ below US$ 2500 car), is set to change our
perception of India': on the threshold of becoming a truly global brand.*s oldest and most
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respected corporate brand. With a major international presence, in a variety of areas including
steel, tea, chemicals, communications and software, Tata now stands 65th in the world brand
valuation league. But what is the Tata brand all about? What are its values? How do people
perceive it, in India and around the world? In this absorbing and informed book Morgen Witzel
digs into the heart of the Tata enterprise, describes its origins, how Tata's reputation and image
evolved, and how the group has worked to transform that image into a powerful and valuable
brand. Tata: The Evolution of a Corporate Brand goes to the core of the Tata ethos to explore the
unique relationship between the Tata group and the Indian people, a relationship that goes beyond
the achievements of a successful business to its social contributions for its employees and the
society at large. Finally it asks how that reputation will be perceived and understood as Tata
moves into global markets. Whether you're an entrepreneur, a manager, a marketer, or an
interested Tata loyalist this book will help you understand the durability of the brand and inspire
you with the values it holds onto in the global economy.
This prestigious edited collection of articles from the Journal of Brand Management discusses the
impact of research on our understanding of corporate brand characteristics and corporate brand
management to date. A wide range of topics are covered, including franchise brand management,
co-creation of corporate brands, alliance brands, the role of internal branding in the delivery of
employee brand promise, and the expansion into new approaches. Advances in Corporate
Branding is essential reading for those undertaking a PhD programme or by upper level students
looking for rigorous academic material on the subject and for scholars and discerning
practitioners, acting as 'advanced introductions'.
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In response to the growing 'anti-globalization' movement and the popular perception that brands
are manipulative and demeaning, this text argues that branding is neither inherently good nor evil
and aims to show that branding can in fact benefit employees, customers and investors.
Thanks to the rise of social media, what audiences think and say about organisations has never
been more critical. Steve Earl and Stephen Waddington's Brand Anarchy examined the impact of
media change and the new reputation landscape brought about by disaffected shareholders,
customers and staff voicing their opinions to a global Internet audience. The authors continue the
story here with the brand vandals going one step further; mobilising themselves, and the Internet,
to wage war on organisations and willfully cause lasting reputational damage. For the
organization, engagement isn't an option – it's a necessity. Brand vandals are forcing a level of
dialogue that organisations, public and private, have never had to contemplate before. Smart
organisations are helping to define the future of modern brand communication by retooling their
public relations and communications teams to truly get to grips with the challenge of engaging
audiences in a 24/7 conversation that not only answers criticism, but positively rebuilds corporate
reputation. Is your organisation ready for the brand vandals?
A catchy business name and a smart logo may get you a few clicks, but to create a sustaining
image for your organization and build continual success will require the perfect branding
statement. The essence of an organization begins with establishing its brand, therefore it is
absolutely essential to get it right.Brand managers, marketers, and executives have long turned to
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the trusted principles in Brand Aid to troubleshoot their branding problems. Written by an
acknowledged branding expert with 30 years of experience building world-class brands, this musthave guide covers topics ranging from research and positioning to brand equity management and
architecture strategy. The latest edition has collected illuminating case studies, best practices, and
the latest research in order to offer invaluable advice on every aspect of brand management,
including:• The 6 most powerful sources of brand differentiation• 5 elements that trigger brand
insistence• Turning brand strategy into advertising• Online branding• Social responsibility,
sustainability, and storytelling• 60 nontraditional marketing techniques• And moreAn
organization cannot afford to get their branding wrong. With the treasure trove of techniques,
templates, and rules of thumb found in Brand Aid, it won’t!
With the growing body of knowledge on branding, there are now more facets of branding that
brand custodians need to know than ever before. A unique compilation of branding experts, The
Definitive Book of Branding addresses the needs of branding professionals across the world. The
book walks the reader through the different ways in which brands drive the company’s strategy,
bring meaning to employees, instil passion in consumers, and maintain their appeal over time and
across countries. It does not look only at the marketing aspect of brands but also at the
organizational aspects of branding, which provides a holistic approach to the subject.
With the growing body of knowledge on branding, there are now more facets of branding that
brand custodians need to know than ever before. A unique compilation of branding experts, The
Definitive Book of Branding addresses the needs of branding professionals across the world. The
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book walks the reader through the different ways in which brands drive the company’s strategy,
bring meaning to employees, instil passion in consumers, and maintain their appeal over time and
across countries. It does not look only at the marketing aspect of brands but also at the
organizational aspects of branding, which provides a holistic approach to the subject.
Drawing on case studies from such companiesvas Kraft, McDonald's, IBM, Google and Lego,
"Brand Together" offers valuable insights for marketers, branding professionals, and individuals
who want to grow and revitalize their business.
The topic of place branding is moving from infancy to adolescence. Many cities, and nations have
already established their place brand and this well documented new book brings the fundamentals
of place branding together in an academic format but is at the same time useful for practice.
Internal branding is the cultural shift that occurs within an organization when employees become
more customer-focused. By getting employees to truly commit to a brand's ideology internally,
companies will find that their brand messages are conveyed externally much more effectively.
Branding Inside Out is a multi-contributor text containing chapters from an array of senior
professionals and academics, edited by the renowned branding expert and prolific author
Nicholas Ind. Branding Inside Out contains both new thinking and new practice on internal
branding. The new thinking chapters in the book feature original research on the principles that
underpin effective internal branding programmes, while the new practice chapters provide
examples of how such companies as Patagonia, NN Group and Adidas both attract new employees
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and build employee engagement. Taken together, these contributions and case studies form a vital
book to help any marketer understand and implement successful internal branding programmes,
and win the active involvement of their people. Online resources include supporting PowerPoint
slides and case studies for each chapter.
In 2011, at the height of tension between the British and Iranian governments, travel writer Lois
Pryce found a note left on her motorcycle outside the Iranian Embassy in London: I wish that you
will visit Iran so you will see for yourself about my country. WE ARE NOT TERRORISTS!!!
Please come to my city, Shiraz. It is very famous as the friendliest city in Iran, it is the city of
poetry and gardens and wine!!! Your Persian friend, Habib Intrigued, Lois decides to ignore the
official warnings against travel (and the warnings of her friends and family) and sets off alone on
a 3,000 mile ride from Tabriz to Shiraz, to try to uncover the heart of this most complex and
incongruous country. Along the way, she meets carpet sellers and drug addicts, war veterans and
housewives, doctors and teachers - people living ordinary lives under the rule of an
extraordinarily strict Islamic government. Revolutionary Ride is the story of a people and a
country. Religious and hedonistic, practical and poetic, modern and rooted in tradition - and with
a wild sense of humour and appreciation of beauty despite the comparative lack of freedom - this
is real contemporary Iran.
This book is about how organizations can best develop and manage a creative environment and
creative potential. The authors argue that organizations consist of people who have creative
potential to think in new ways and yet are often denied the opportunity to do so. The goal of the
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organization should be to create a structure and culture that encourages the conditions in which
creativity can flourish. This will generate significant competitive advantages for the organization
by offering clear differentiation, by communicating postive brand attributes to stakeholders that
will strengthen the organization's intangible assets and by providing a creative and challenging
environment that will attract and retain the best staff.
'Branded Lives explodes the myth that a brand must, or even can stand for one unified, easily
communicated message. While warning of the dangers of managing to preserve this myth, the
book also celebrates the plurality of brand meanings generated by those employed to serve both
the brand and the customer. I recommend reading this book in its entirety. If you are like me,
your reading will bring a refreshing fullness to the experience of brands and branding and many
new insights.' Mary Jo Hatch, University of Virginia, USBranded Lives explores the increasingly
popular concept of employee branding as a new form of employment relationship based on brand
representation. In doing so it examines the ways in which the production and consumption of
meaning at work are increasingly mediated by the brand.This insightful collection draws on
qualitative empirical studies in a range of contexts to include services, retail and manufacturing
organizations. The contributors explore the nuances of employee branding from various
disciplinary standpoints such as: organization studies, marketing, human resource management
and industrial relations. They take a critical perspective on work and organizations and document
the lived experience of work and employment under branded conditions. In investigating the
extent to which a variety of organizational strategies seek to mould workplace meanings and
practices to further build and sustain brand value and the effectiveness of these in terms of
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employee responses, the authors question whether the attempt to 'brand' workers' lives actually
enhances or diminishes the meaning and experience of work.Based on in-depth qualitative,
ethnographic and case study research this compendium will prove essential for researchers
working within the general area of employment studies and specifically on branded employment
and work. Students in marketing, human resource management and management as well as HR
and marketing practitioners interested in employee branding will also find this book relevant and
stimulating.
Sustainability is a top priority for organizations and a key strategy in corporate agendas, but the
effective deployment of any strategy demands that the strategy is consistent, functional, and
aligned. This Handbook advocates sustainability strategies that encompass environmental, social,
and economic dimensions at department-level.
"Think Coca-Cola. Think iPod. Think Nike. Think Google. Each of these names represents a
successful product or service but, more importantly, they are all successful brands. Most attempts
to explain the role of brands focus on brands either as managementtools (managerial perspective)
or as symptoms of consumerism (sociological perspective). In Brand Society, Martin Kornberger
combines these perspectives to show how brands have the power to transform both the
organizations that develop them and the lifestyles of the individuals who consume them. This
holistic approach shows how brands function as a medium between producers and consumers in a
way that is rapidly transforming our economy and society. Using an array of practical case studies
from a diverse set of organizations, this book provides a fascinating account of the way in which
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brands influence the lives of individuals and the organizations they work in"--Provided by
publisher.
What determines the strength of a corporate brand? And how can it be enhanced? A corporate
brand conveys a company's reputation to its audience. It is about far more than names and logos.
A successful corporate brand links the corporate name to the company's distinctive qualities such
as service or value. This book's fundamental premise is that organisations should use all forms of
communication - be they performance of products and services, the action of employees or
advertising - to build interactive relationships with their audience. It shows how successful
corporate brands build and maintain both 'corporate identity' and reputation.
A chance meeting with a former US Army Special Forces officer AKA Candyman in war-torn
Kabul sets Shiv, a disillusioned civil engineer, from the comforts of Mumbai on a journey to find
his inner peace. The craggy peaks and troughs of the Karakoram Range echo the ups and downs
of Shiv’s life as he seeks answers to questions of life, destiny and happiness. In a way, Shiv’s
travails are no different from that of millions of others seeking answers to the apparent
unfairness in life’s distribution of bounties and miseries. Keeping him company in this quest is
Nasir, a dour-faced Pashtun, who struggles with his own torments as he despairs at the caprices of
fate. But what is a former US army officer doing amidst the ruins of Kabul living in a tent house,
and why does the American go by the moniker “Candyman”? The answer to this innocuous
question hides in itself the purpose of life we seek and how and why happiness eludes most,
despite religion, religious structures, gods and godmen and most important of all… why God
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won’t help! Or will He?
Learn how to build and manage your personal brand, with reflections on brand analysis and
brand management in the commercial world
A company's workforce is its most valuable asset. It is the employees who translate an
organziation's strategy into reality, interact with consumers and determine the corporate brand.
In this fully updated second edition, Nicholas Ind demonstrates how a participatory approach can
enhance employee commitment, improve service standards and focus effort to deliver business
goals. This can be achieved by building meaning, purpose and values into the organization to
foster a culture of enthusiastic employee participation. This practical and inspirational book is
about how organizations can empower and enthuse their employees to create 'brand champions'.
The themes of Living the Brand are: employees flourish in organizations where they identify with
the brand; organizations flourish when the brand has relevance and creates meaning; purpose and
values are not created - they exist; the issue is how well they are articulated and embedded; brand
clarity creates freedom; brands come to life when the boundaries between the internal and
external blur; stories and myths are important for sustaining brands; living the brand requires
imagination. With the use of original international case studies, Nicholas Ind discusses the
insights and problems of articulating and then delivering brands through people. The book
examines the nature of branding and why people have become such important definers of the
brand. The conclusion being that both organizations and people need values - it is essential to
their well-being and sense of worth.
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The definitive expert guide to ethical brand practice from the prestigious Medinge Group, Brands
with a Conscience dissects the philosophies underpinning sustainable brands to arrive at a set of
eight clear guiding attributes which can be used as the foundation of a strategy for responsible
growth. These attributes span the public persona of an organization, the actions to take when
things go wrong, the effort invested in developing relationships, the promotion of core values and
balancing measures of success across economic, human, social and environmental factors. They
are then used as the criteria to assess twelve carefully selected case studies, which include Dilmah
Tea, H&M, Dr. Hauschka, Merci and the John Lewis Partnership, amongst other leading
international brands. Because the potential to have bad practice unmasked or to have successes
amplified online is greater than ever, it pays to adopt a strategy that builds customer loyalty and
trust. Brands with a Conscience inspires via examples of brands which not only exhibit a genuine
desire to operate ethically, but also have seen impressive success in terms of engagement with
consumers, reputation, and return on investment. The book includes a range of practical tools to
bring together the main concepts in an easy-to-adopt framework for building a brand strategy
based upon real world experience. If you are a brand manager or marketing professional seeking
a conscientious approach to consumer engagement, then Brands with a Conscience will support
you every step of the way.
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